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THRIFTING 
& THE FAST
FASHION
CLOTHING
CRISIS
BY ABBY SHORTALL

As we return to the school
setting, there has
undoubtedly been a cultural
shift amongst our generation.
Not only have we become
older, but many interests
have changed or developed
during the many hours spent
online in the past year. One
of these changes has
undoubtedly been thrifting,
which segways  neatly into a
separate, but related, idea:
fast fashion.  

Fast fashion is a form of
clothing production that
keeps up with fast moving
trends by producing clothing
very quickly and very
cheaply. An example of a
fast fashion brand, SHEIN,
featured 55,238 new pieces
of clothing under their new
clothing tab on January 10th,
2022. 

The fast fashion industry was
worth $35.8 billion in 2018.
Fashion in this industry
moves very quickly with the
average piece of clothing
being worn 14 times, with
some women considering
clothing worn out after only
one or two wears (These
statistics are from the UK;
numbers may fluctuate by
country). In order to keep up
with such demand, the fast
fashion industry expects  
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Even though the fast fashion industry has many downsides, the
alternative, buying from sustainable designers or other ethical
companies, can become too expensive for many of our
pockets. While older generations may have been thrifting for
years, it has recently become more and more popular amongst
youth for a plethora of reasons. The aforementioned
sustainability aspect of thrifting has been touted as one of the
reasons why we should all thrift. Fast fashion accounts for
about 4% of the world’s greenhouse gas emissions and clothing
tends to occupy about 5% of landfill space. These companies
aim to keep their clothing cheap, which means they use
synthetic fabrics in their clothing. Synthetic fabrics such as
polyester, nylon, and rayon leave behind microfiber residue in
water where they are disposed and in other sectors. They are
made of plastics (polyester being produced from polyethylene
terephthalate which is a type of plastic derived from crude oil
and natural gas) which creates problems relating to
decomposition as well as fossil fuel burning such as previously
mentioned. 
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Thrifting & 
The Fast Fashion Clothing Crisis (cont'd)

Used fast fashion in Chile's Atacama Desert.

factories to produce lines in a couple of months and companies do not provide the workers of their
factories with reliable or stable work. The pay is often very poor; it does, however, offer work to many
people in poor and developing countries.

 

So, what is one popular alternative to fast fashion? Thrifting. Thrifting is fun. No matter if you're going to
a Goodwill, a clothing based thrift store, or even just a second-hand store, there is a thrill in searching
for something elusive and new. Finding a new or old object or clothing provides a fun hobby for people
and gives old and outdated items a new purpose.

Thrifting has been in practice since the 1300s, but was most common in European town market stalls
where clothing would be piled and used as goods to trade. After this time and early in American history,
clothing was worn until it was beyond the state of repair, then the cloth would be repurposed into other
items. The beginning of thrifting in the United States was the early 1800s. At this time, Jewish immigrants
would have push-carts on the streets and collect old clothing to resell. There was high stigma here
thanks to the idea of dirty and unclean clothing. The Salvation Army and Goodwill were founded in the
mid 1800s mainly to fund Christian-based missionaries and projects. When these stores opened, the
Industrial Revolution was hitting its peak and clothing was becoming more disposable. This is perhaps
why thrift stores became a larger and more prominent idea in our society during this time. In the 1920s,
thrift stores began to become more popular and become more like department stores; this is also when
thrift stores were changed from the title “junk store” to “thrift store.” The 1950s is when the idea of
“vintage” was born and thrift stores with more luxurious items were becoming popular.

The 2000s brought more and more popularity to thrift stores especially with the rise of the internet. The
grunge movement and a shift to alternative fashion made thrifting more appealing to the younger
generation and this was likewise when the sustainability aspect of thrifting arose. In the 2010s more
people began to use thrifts to keep up with quick fashion trends without paying the higher prices, and
there have been more for-profit second hand stores after 2008. Today there are many more options for
thrift stores. The appeal of thrift stores for younger generations (according to surveys and other internet
polls) is being able to stick out from the crowd, but many others also appreciate the sustainability of
thrifting when compared to buying clothes all new. 

According to our own students, the main reason for thrifting is to find old and vintage or alternative
clothing. One student wrote, “It’s fun to find new clothing that you won’t be able to find in stores now.”
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The second most stated reason for thrifting is affordability; one
respondent stated that they can “get cute clothes for cheap.” The
last reason that most people put for buying thrift was
sustainability. 

In contrast, the largest reason for those who did not thrift was
that they had never had the experience of thrifting with one
respondent writing, “Mainstream stores are more accessible to
me, and thus more comfortable.” Furthermore, more students
stated that they have started to thrift within the past 3 years with
only 8 of the 23 respondents stating that they began thrifting a
long time ago. This aligns with the second trend that 21 out of the
37 respondents stated that they had seen an increase in thrifting
in recent years.

Online thrift stores such as Thredup and Depop have become
more and more popular recently and are what many claim to be
the cause of the recent thrifting ‘trend.’ Online thrift stores
include Thredup and Depop as mentioned above as well as
Facebook Marketplace, Mercari (my fave), Poshmark, and more.
There is an appeal to the convenience that these stores provide,
and they offer a much wider selection of clothing with easier
filtering and search features. Online thrift stores may, however,
not be as popular as in person ones though. Depop is by far one
of the most popular second hand buying and selling websites.
These websites come alongside their own problems as well
though, as there are people who take advantage of them to sell
drop shipping products (products sold in mass directly from the
manufacturer) and inflation on the price of popular items.
However, I believe that we can agree online thrift stores can
promote more accessible thrifting resources to promote the more
sustainable and affordable option for many people. 

Thrifting has undoubtedly become increasingly popular to Gen Z
and Tik Tok/social media influencers. Thanks to the internet and
social media, people have become more and more aware of our
current world situation. Sustainability has begun to catch on
amongst younger generations and has pushed forward the ‘trend’
of thrifting. There are many videos where people simply show their
journeys to thrift stores or their “thrifting finds” with many many
views. However there are also many videos entitled thrifting hauls.
The idea of a haul reminds me and probably many others of the
Shein and Zara hauls which are the contributors to the problems
with fast fashion as well as thrifting. Fast fashion is undoubtedly
convenient for its price, but it ends up being a double edged
sword with lots of grey area, not black and white. The main issue
with fast fashion is the over consumption of goods as it is how
these businesses have been able to keep their business models
afloat and how they have fostered the idea of empty
consumption. Therefore, the problem isn’t the people who are
buying fast fashion because it is all they can afford or it is all they
have time to buy. Instead, the problem has been people buying
thousands of dollars of clothing and wearing them once or twice
to model them. Afterwards, many of these pieces arrive on
second hand selling sites such as Depop or in the trash, all for a
little bit of clout. This contributes to the never ending cycle of fast
fashion.                                                      

Thrifting (cont'd)
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Adding the clothes produced quickly and cheaply (and poorly) to thrift stores saturates the shelves and
creates a cycle of fast fashion. Treasuring and rewearing clothing creates a solution to the largest
problem here (wasteful/over consumption) which creates more appeal in thrifting. When the shelves are
not saturated with fast fashion pieces, there are many clothing items that are found to be higher quality
and have the ability to be worn multiple times and to be treasured. 

Thrifting and fast fashion are topics so complex that are hard to cover in one measly article. However, it
is important to be aware of the topics; the two industries are heavily intertwined and will continue to
grow together in the coming years. The topic also pushes the idea of buying more sustainably. What does
this mean? This would mean wearing clothing multiple times and buying clothing less. When buying new
clothing, you can ask yourself if you would wear the clothing and if you have something like it already. Is
it something you need? Would you wear it more than once or is it just cute? How many different ways
can you style this clothing piece? This is in general something that many people (especially young
people) need to work on as over-consumption of clothing can only add to the problem we are currently
facing. 

Thrifting (cont'd)
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The painting in the

Spongebob theme song

was actually a painting

found by the creator,

Stephen Hillenburg, at a

thrift shop! The lips were

actually the creator's real

mouth, but he did not

sing the song. His name is

Painty The Pirate.

 

Local Spotlight: Community Connecting Us
 By Ben Bagrowski

Community Connecting Us is a non-profit organization that
uses a club structure for various age groups (children, teens
and adults) to bring the community together through activities
such as bike mechanics, crafts, book clubs, pregnancy support
groups, etc. Based in Port Deposit, events are normally held in
Nesbitt Hall, and periodically in the Tome Memorial Methodist
Church, one of the most noticeable structures in the town. The
organization hosts weekly events for all types of people; you
don’t need to live in Port Deposit to attend either. 

They are actively looking for volunteers and can give
community service hours, including National Honor Society
hours, to those who help out at events, such as one of their
upcoming book sales. They also are looking for high school
students to help run some events for elementary schoolers.

For more information on future events, email Erica Berge at
info@communityconnecting.us, or visit @communityconnected
on Instagram. 

Located at: 
Community Connecting Us
Nesbitt Hall
99 North Main Street
Port Deposit, MD 21904

 



The Blended Virtual Program:
What Is It Like?

By Cayden Barksdale

With the pandemic on the rise in 2020, schools went virtual. Students were constantly bounced back
and forth between the classroom and their living room and back again as we struggled to keep up
with COVID-19. With the somewhat return to normalcy in the 2021-2022 school year, opinions were
mixed when it came to a complete return to classroom instruction. Some students did indeed thrive in
a virtual environment and others struggled with the lack of social interaction. This led to the creation
of a Blended Virtual Program. The idea, although it had been in existence for a while, was
accelerated by the pandemic. The Blended Virtual Program - or BVP - was created for those who
were still nervous about returning to school, and the idea was accepted and acted on almost without
any hesitation. 

A poll was conducted on a wide variety of high school students enrolled in the BVP to collect opinions
and suggestions for the program. The participants numbered 65 in all. With several students from
grades 9-12 replying and sending in responses from all over the county, it is safe to say that the survey
represents a good majority of the Blended Virtual Program. So, if you would like to learn more about
the BVP, here is the inside scoop!

As with all major choices, respondents report positives and negatives with the BVP. The Blended
Virtual Program offers many reasons to join beyond getting to attend school from the comfort of a
student's own home. Many students decided to join the BVP because it is safer, there is less of a risk
of catching COVID, and there is less anxiety. 

Whatever their reasons, over 75% of the students agree that BVP is more enjoyable than in-person
schooling. A large reason for this is how flexible the BVP is. You can stay home and still do school,
you can go on vacation and not miss a day, and if you do, you can even see recordings of the live
classes to see what you missed and make up the work on your own time! Many students even
mentioned that there are fewer distractions in the Blended Virtual Program than in-person.

Similarly, over half of the total polled students believe the BVP has been more rewarding than in-
person schooling. This is because of the ability to complete work on your own time if you miss
anything, so you don't have to worry about retaking assignments as much. Also, reduced anxiety has
made it easier for students to focus and turn in work on time. The BVP is also less restrictive; some
students mentioned that sometimes you even can leave class early!

Leaving class early, however, is just one example of the amount of freedoms the BVP provides its
students. About 90% of students surveyed responded that the BVP provides greater freedom than in-
person schooling, largely due to the ability to complete due schoolwork whenever you like. Students
also mentioned that they were able to sleep in later because they do not need to travel anywhere to
get to school, they just have to sign in to their computer.

Although there are many positives in joining the BVP, many students believe there is still work to be
done to the program. The survey asked if the BVP provides ample socialization for students, and
about half of the polled student body said it does not. While you can still attend your home school's
social events - like clubs, sports, and dances - you can't just converse with your friends when you
finish classwork, and private messaging is not available in the live sessions, so you would need to
interrupt class to communicate in the chat.

Another of the BVP's weak points is the challenges associated with any class that may require labs or
physical projects, like science and art. Students polled believe that science may be one of the
hardest subjects to learn in a virtual environment simply because of how difficult it is to do certain
class activities without being able to complete the lab. Another subject which students reported to
struggle with in the virtual environment is math, primarily due to the inability to have enough one-on-
one time with the teacher. Some other students claimed that their teachers who have both in-person
and BVP students tend to pay more attention to the in-person students.
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One of the most significant issues that many students struggled with was class availability. Several
students who may have enrolled in classes like The Art of Expression, any Career and Technical
Education courses, or even in the Cecil County School of Technology were denied because the
BVP could not offer those courses. The biggest downside of this was, as highlighted by the student
survey, students did not get to pick their substitute classes, leaving them with electives they may
not have enjoyed. Unfortunately, this may be unavoidable for at least the first few years of the BVP.

Although there are a few flaws that may need revising, over 85% of the polled students believe
that they would remain in the BVP despite these flaws, and over 95% of the polled students believe
that the BVP stands as a strong option and provides an opportunity for everyone.
 
So, whether you just want more time to yourself or are anxious about COVID, with Dr. Lawson fully
committed to the development of the program, a helpful and caring principal, and little chance of
the program’s disintegration anytime soon, this writer feels that the BVP stands as a great option
that continues to improve almost weekly and is bound to continue to grow. 

 
Note: This article is based on a survey that collected opinions and criticisms of the students
enrolled in the Blended Virtual Program, as well as certain statistics and information provided by
both the mentioned survey and the principal of the BVP, Mr. Mangold.

 

The Blended Virtual Program (cont'd)
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The Implications
 of Diabetes 
By Peyton Maggio

Have You Heard of Diabetes?
So, you probably know what diabetes is–or at least you think you do. Maybe you’ve made a
cautionary joke about it to your friend when they went for a second slice of cake. Maybe you know
someone who has diabetes. But, do you really know what it is? The truth is, you’ve probably heard
some things that weren’t quite true about the disease over the years, or maybe you drew your own
conclusions, naturally, based off of pop-culture or other media references, or elsewhere! 

 
So, What Is It?
Upon hearing the word “diabetes,” many are quick to imagine the stereotypical overweight adult
who didn’t take care of themselves and is now facing the consequences. Did you know that there
are many factors that play into the development of diabetes in a person that are often out of their
control? Did you know that diabetes is not just one, but a collection of diseases affecting one’s
ability to break down sugar in the blood? Anyone could develop diabetes no matter their age, their
size, or how well they take care of themselves, if the circumstances are right. So, what else is there
to it?

What Is Insulin?
First of all, to understand diabetes, you have to understand insulin–what it is, how it functions, and
what exactly it does. Insulin is a hormone produced by the pancreas. Areas within the pancreas,
called islets of Langerhans, are made up of different types of cells that make important hormones.
The most common are the beta cells, which produce insulin. The insulin releases from the pancreas
into the bloodstream to reach different parts of the body. The main purpose of insulin is to control
how the body uses carbohydrates found in certain types of food. Carbohydrates are broken down
to produce sugar, or glucose. Glucose is the main energy source used by cells; insulin allows cells  
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in the muscles, liver, and fat to use glucose as a source of energy to properly function. Without
insulin, cells cannot use glucose as fuel, and they will begin to malfunction. Extra glucose that is not
used by the cells are converted and stored as fat so it can be used to provide energy when glucose
levels are too low. Among other important metabolic functions, insulin also stops the breakdown of
protein and fat in the body. Insulin resistance is when cells in the muscles, fat, and liver don’t respond
as well as they should to insulin and can’t easily take up glucose from the blood.

The Different Types of Diabetes
So, as it turns out, there are actually three types of diabetes. There’s type 1, type 2, and gestational
diabetes. There is also prediabetes, which usually leads to type 2 within 10 years of diagnosis if not
properly treated. 

Type 1 Diabetes
Type 1 diabetes typically develops in childhood or adolescence, though it can occur in adulthood in
some cases. It is a chronic condition which occurs when the pancreas produces little or no insulin.
What does that mean? Well, that means the body can’t store sugar, or glucose, for energy, as its cells
begin attacking themselves, breaking down a person’s muscle and fat rather than building onto
them. There is still little known about what causes type 1, though there are many theories. Only
accounting for about 5-10% of cases of diabetes, it is thought to be caused by an autoimmune
reaction, i.e, the body mistakenly attacks itself and destroys the beta cells which produce insulin. It is
unknown what triggers this reaction, and this process can continue for months or years before
symptoms begin to show up. It is believed that type 1 happens in people with certain genes, but many
with these genes will go their whole lives without triggering them. This trigger is often environmental,
supposedly, coming about from something like a nasty virus. The biggest misconception about
diabetes is that it is always caused by diet and lifestyle habits! Type 1 is currently believed to be
completely unpreventable, and it has nothing to do with diet, exercise, etc.

Type 2 Diabetes
Type 2 diabetes is a chronic condition that affects the way the body processes blood sugar. See,
that’s where type 1 and type 2 differ–in type 1, the pancreas eventually stops producing insulin
completely, while in type 2, the body either doesn’t produce enough insulin or, more commonly, still
produces insulin, but it resists it, thus producing more insulin. There are several factors that may
cause type 2. A person who has a family history of type 2 diabetes is at much higher risk than
someone who does not, as well as people of certain ethnic groups. But it can be prevented in some
cases through a healthy diet and lifestyle. Once someone has it, though, it cannot be cured. 
The most common factors that lead to type 2 diabetes besides genetic predisposition are lack of
physical activity in one’s daily life, being overweight, and sometimes fat placement on the body. 

Gestational Diabetes
Occuring in about 7% of pregnancies in the United States, gestational diabetes is a form of high
blood sugars that affects pregnant women and typically goes away after pregnancy. Women who
develop gestational diabetes are at a higher risk of developing type 2 later on in life. What causes
gestational diabetes? Well, some hormones produced by the placenta can actually contribute to
insulin resistance. This occurs in all women late in pregnancy, though most can still produce enough
insulin to overcome it. When a woman cannot produce enough insulin–that’s when gestational
diabetes happens. Other causes include gaining more weight than is typical during pregnancy and
women who were already overweight and/or experiencing insulin resistance before pregnancy. 
Usually there are no symptoms to go along with the disorder, but in some cases nausea, weight loss,
and frequent urination can occur.

Symptoms
Before diagnosis and being made aware that one has diabetes, the symptoms can become
excruciating for types 1 and 2. Both presenting similarly, these symptoms may include increased
thirst, frequent urination, extreme hunger, unintended weight loss, fatigue and weakness, blurry sight,
frequent illness, frequent vomiting, and, for type 2, slow-healing sores and areas of darkened skin.
Most common is that extreme hunger, thirst, and frequent urination. See, what’s happening is that,
without insulin breaking down the sugar, the body isn’t breaking down and storing the food one eats.
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It is as if they are quite literally starving and
extremely dehydrated no matter how much they
eat or drink, and the only way the sugar can
attempt to leave the blood is through urination
and, in severe cases, vomiting. This can cause
serious disorientation and make it extremely
difficult for a person to function normally. Gone
undiagnosed and untreated, it can and will lead to
death. 

Treatment
For type 1, treatment includes regular blood sugar
monitoring, insulin therapy, and carb-counting.
Similarly, treatment for type 2 includes the formerly
mentioned as well as medication and careful
attention to diet and exercise. As long as a person
with diabetes follows their treatment plan, they
can lead relatively normal lives. Though, that’s not
to say there won’t be chaotic days which one might
not have control over–anything from the food they
eat to too much exercise/physical activity to even
the weather–yes, the weather!–can cause one’s
blood sugars to either drop or skyrocket. 

What Is Insulin Therapy?
Insulin therapy consists of different methods used
to keep the proper amount of insulin in a diabetic’s
bloodstream. The two most common methods are
injections and insulin pumps. Insulin cannot be
taken orally because the acids and enzymes in the
stomach will break down the insulin before it ever
gets a chance to do its job. Insulin can be injected
through a thin needle and syringe or insulin pen
under the skin. With injections, one most likely will
have to use a combination of different types of
insulin to maintain stable blood sugars. A mixture
of long-acting insulin combined with rapid-acting
insulin injections multiple times a day will most
closely mimic what would usually be the body’s
natural insulin functioning. Most diabetics have to
use this method for at least two to three years
before having the option of an insulin pump,
especially if diagnosed in childhood. 

An insulin pump is a device that is worn on the
outside of one’s body. There is a tube that
connects an insulin reservoir to a catheter that is
inserted under the skin of the abdomen and stays
there for multiple days. There is also the option of
the wireless pump, which is a pod that keeps the
insulin reservoir on one’s body, also using a small
catheter that is inserted under the skin. This can be
worn on the abdomen, lower back, a leg, or an
arm. The pump is programmed to deliver insulin
every time the person eats and stop delivering if
sugars are dropping, as well as deliver long-acting
insulin throughout the day. 

Misconceptions About Diabetes
There are a multitude of myths floating around about
diabetes that can be harmful, both emotionally and
medically for diabetics. One does not develop
diabetes simply because they ate too much sugar. Not
only adults can get it. Diabetes is not an annoying but
trivial disease–it is very serious and can be life
threatening. People of a healthy weight can still be at
risk, and not all people of an unhealthy weight are at
risk. The list goes on. Who better to gain insight from
about diabetes than diabetics themselves? Over the
past few weeks, several people with various types of
diabetes have been interviewed for a chance to
express what life with diabetes is really like. 

What are some common misconceptions you’ve
found many people hold about diabetes?

That I cannot eat what I want. That I did this to myself.
That diabetics were stunted at the age they were
diagnosed. That any health issues after my diagnosis
are due to my lack of care related to my diabetes. 
Shannan Maggio, 42

That you have to be fat to have diabetes; you ate too
much sugar and that’s why you have it; that there is a
cure–there is no cure, you can only manage it. Also,
most people only think of type 2 when they think of
diabetes. There are two distinct types: type 1 and type
2.
Emma Maggio, 14

Do you ever feel your disorder is misunderstood?

All the time, throughout my life I’ve had so many
unfortunate situations just because people aren’t
educated on diabetes.
Madison Beck, 16

Do you ever experience any form of rudeness due
to your condition?

Especially when I was younger, I would get a lot of
rudeness from people both my age and adults. I would
be told to do extra things in my sports activities by
some of my teachers/instructors in order to ‘get me
healthy.’ At people’s birthday parties, I would get
offered vegetables and other snack foods instead of
cake or a cupcake. Then sometimes I’d just come
across people who didn’t care to understand and just
purposefully were rude.
Anonymous
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Most people do not realize I am a diabetic unless I tell them. People say rude things related to
diabetes without realizing who they are talking to all the time.
Shannan Maggio, 42

How does diabetes affect your life at work/school?

If I’m having a bad blood sugar day it affects how well I function and feel, making it hard to do either
activity. Normally I have to be given more breaks and different schedules to keep me as stable as
possible.
Anonymous 

It definitely does. It can be not being able to focus, to having to stay home because of blood sugar
issues.
Madison Beck, 16

How does having diabetes affect your life in general? Would you say it is a big part of your life?

I mean, it’s life or death. There’s no choice, you can’t just stop trying. I mean you can, but it has a huge
effect on you and your body. When I was diagnosed–and it’s not like this for everyone–I felt like I had to
grow up really fast. Everyone expected me to know [how to handle it], and if I didn’t know I would
have gotten very sick. In later years, like the past three years, I have started to notice the physical
effects it has on my body. I notice how I’m bigger than most of the kids in my school. But when I was
skinny I was sick; my A1C was super high and I never felt well. I still struggle to feel healthy everyday
even after five years. 
Emma Maggio, 14

It can be somewhat annoying or stressful. There are good days and bad days. Everyday is a different
day and [is] handled differently. You never know what the day will be like. Diabetes has played a big
part in my life. Being diagnosed with it at a young age and growing with it has changed my maturity
level and how I go about my everyday life.
Kassie Strasinger, 17 

Is there anything you think people should do to be more understanding, polite, etc.?

Sometimes I try to explain it to people. All they have to do is listen.
Addison Maggio, 7 

Learn the disease before you say something about it. Diabetes [not only] affects a person’s [physical]
health, but their emotional and mental health is affected as well. Diabetics only show certain parts
about the disease but don’t always talk about what’s going on behind everything.
Kassie Strasinger, 17

Is there anything else you would like to add?

Diabetes is an endless battle that goes on everyday in someone’s life. It doesn’t get easier, but it
doesn’t get harder, [either]. Everyday is something new with how diabetes goes and truly if some
people were handed this disease, yes, they would adapt, but some couldn’t handle the pressure of
what diabetes does. The main [thing] is to not let it slow you down and still do what you dream to do.
Diabetes may be your worst enemy some days.
Kassie Strasinger, 17

Diabetes is a journey. It is not who you are. It does not define you. It is just another part of you. Self
care is the answer.
Shannan Maggio, 42

Having diabetes makes you unique and isn’t something you should be ashamed of. Also, I have
diabetes but diabetes isn’t who I am.
Addison Maggio, 7

 



Healthy Lifestyles &
Food Availability 
By Caroline Kuchta

Ever wonder why it seems so much easier for Instagram
celebrities and movie stars to stay fit and healthy? One of
the main (and obvious reasons) is the amount of money
they have and the time they can dedicate to keeping
their good looks. They can afford physical trainers and
personal chefs, and for most average people shelling out
money for a monthly Planet Fitness subscription is a big
commitment.

However, that’s not the only reason they’re able to stay
camera ready. Where they live (usually sunny California or
busy New York) dictates the amount of healthy food
available to them for cheap. A place without such
availability is called a food desert, which is defined as an
area that has limited access to buy affordable and fresh
food. 

It’s estimated that around 19 million Americans are
currently living in these places, mostly in the Midwest.
Chicago and Baltimore are also considered food deserts,
yet they are some of the largest cities in the US, which
doesn’t make a lot of sense. Shouldn’t food be more
widely available in cities? 

But think about it. People who live in poverty have to work
longer hours to get the same amount of money as others,
since it's likely they live on minimum wage. After work, the
last thing that someone wants to do is make a healthy
meal. It's much easier to make a pit stop at a fast food
chain before going home. It would also be hard for this
person to hit the gym, or even find the energy to take a
walk, especially if they’ve been on their feet all day.
Besides, areas of widespread poverty are also linked with
increased levels of violence, so it could be dangerous to
head to a park after work. 

When you add up all these factors, it becomes clear how
easy it is for someone living in poverty to ignore their
health. In fact, it could be a necessity for them to pay
more attention to their jobs than their own well-being.

America can not continue going in this direction, mainly
because it will only get worse. In an article by the
American Diabetes Association, it’s stated “Obesity
associated chronic disease already accounts for 70% of
US health costs.” So even if people don’t care about the
health and happiness of other Americans, they may wish
they did when medical costs are driven up.

It’s important that everyone gets their fair share of
nutrition. Some of the ways to do so would be to make
school lunches healthier, or even put a higher tax on fast
food. Either way, something must be done quickly to cure
the obesity pandemic in America and to help Americans
stay fit and healthy.

Calling All
Writers!

 

The school library is now offering a
creative writing area.  To launch this
resource, we will be  issuing writing
challenges each marking period. 
 Our first challenge will be for the
third marking period.  We are
partnering with the Tiger Times
Newspaper as a forum for publishing
the pieces people submit in response
to the challenge.  The entire school
community will be invited to vote on
the best piece of writing using a
Google survey.  The writer of the
best piece for each writing
challenge will be awarded a $25
Amazon gift certificate.  

The first writing challenge is now
underway.  It will run for the entire
3rd marking period, and you can
submit pieces here.  The deadline is
March 22, 2022.  Submissions will
be published in the next Tiger Times
along with the voting form.  All
entries should be school appropriate.  

Here’s the first writing challenge,
which was constructed by Mr.
Malone:

Writing Challenge #1:  Fiction 101

The rules:  You can respond to the
theme of the marking period with
any kind of story that you wish, but
the story itself must be EXACTLY 100
words (no more - no less).

Additionally, the title of your story
must be a one-word title (hence
Fiction 101).  The stories that are
well-crafted and relate best to the
quarterly theme will receive
publication.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.
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Ask any student and most will know what the acronym STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math) means, and how it is involved in their learning. Despite this widely
held knowledge, however, very few students understand the requirements of the school’s
STEM pathway, especially the STEM Capstone course. In simple terms, the STEM Capstone
is a year long class (currently being taught by Mr. Stickler) in which a student will complete
a research project on a topic of their choosing. And yes, you do actually get to choose the
topic you research (within reason, of course). 

Many students may find themselves avoiding Capstone because they do not enjoy their
typical chemistry or physics labs (I know I did), when in reality, this class can be whatever
you make of it. Research topics from this year and years past include rockets, plants,
computer programming, radioactive materials, water quality, microbiology, and even
physical activities such as soccer, weightlifting, and martial arts. If you’re like me and you
don’t care much for typical science projects and data collection, you can work with living
organisms, and make caring for and learning about them your experiment. Overall,
Capstone is a really interesting course that more people should try out.

Frequently Asked Questions and Common Concerns:

Do you really do this the whole year???

The first month is dedicated to a mini project to allow you to get a general idea of what is
going to be expected of you, and then, yes, you do your research project for the whole
year.

If it’s just one project, what do you get graded on?

You are still graded regularly, as you are constantly working on projects related to your
research, such as your poster and your final research paper. You are graded on your
progress, along with journal updates that you do every class period.

That’s cool and all, but I’ve never paid attention in a single science class once and I
have no idea how to "DO SCIENCE."

None of us do. You spend a lot of time researching before you do any serious science. I
entered Capstone not knowing what an isopod was and now I am in charge of the care of
around 150 of them. I just came into class with the knowledge that I liked bugs, consulted
with my teacher and an entomologist, and took it from there. You’ll figure it out.

Am I supposed to just do this all on my own? 

Yes and no. Capstone is a lot more independent than your typical class, and with so many
kids taking the course, your teacher will not have a lot of time to guide you personally.
Despite this, he will still give you general assignments and try to keep you on track; he just
won’t plan/execute the experiment for you. You are also assigned a professional mentor
from the field you are studying who you regularly correspond with in emails. That way you
can at least bounce ideas off of someone and get general guidance on what you need to
be doing.

The SUPER COOL 
STEM Capstone Course 

BY STEVEN HOLBROOK
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By Alex Coleman


